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On the Beauty of Men 

Who can deny the beauty of men? 

Think of the legs, sinuous, solid, stepping, striding, bending, bracing, 

making the mover, the shaker, the hunter, the dancer. 

Think of the buttocks, round like fruit. 

Symbol and sign that in this body a lover dwells, 

that in this world sparkle miracles beyond our understanding. 

Think of the arms, plump pulsing muscles 

that build and shape, for shelter, for dinner, for fun; 

dripping with sweat or cool and still to cradle something made by two. 

Think of the eyes bright and crinkle cornered, 

showing that lightness can carve the heavy and dark, 

to clear a path through thick and thin. 

And think of them all gathered round the chest, 

powerful symmetry that cages the beating heart, red and ready, 

that soft spot that pumps life and loyalty, loyalty and life. 

Then think of moving, building, loving, laughing, loyalty: beauty incarnate. 

Ottawa March 2008 
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Val des Monts November 2015
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On Wonder Woman 

There’s this beautiful, pure young woman. 

There’s this horrible, nasty villain. 

And the villain commits a terrible crime. 

And the young woman suddenly becomes – 

Wonder Woman! 

And she destroys the villain. 

Nobody knows who she is. 

(She is Di Prince.) 

Di Prince! Wow! 

Wow! Wonder Woman! 

Wonderful winsome woman. 

Watch Wonder Woman win. Wham! 

She wins with her beauty. 

She wins with her purity. 

She wins with her golden helpers. 

But not before the big fight − Wham!! Pow!! 

Her golden belt curls around her waist: 

Wonder Woman suddenly has the strength of ten. 

Her golden lasso curls around the villain: 

The villain is forced to tell the truth. 

A beautiful, pure young woman with a golden belt. 

A beautiful, sexy young woman with a golden lasso. 

Without her helpers she is one of us. 

With them she is Wonder Woman. 

The villain reveals himself with truth; 

Wonder Woman disguises herself as young Di Prince. 

She keeps her golden belt hidden. 

(Handy when she needs the strength of ten!) 

She keeps her golden lasso invisible. 

(Ready to rope in unsuspecting villains!) 

She wins with gold and beauty and purity and sex. 

Wonder Woman gets away with it. 

Toronto 1984 
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Love is a trauma pale flower, 

a thing less by prepared orders, 

of straggling verifications, 

prepared of complexity. 

Lost roles in delicate need, 

share constantly satisfying, 

transform vanishing rules, 

time leaves fresh − 

dense, magnificent, inevitable. 

Ottawa November 2015 
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Artificial Intelligence 

 name of field studies capable behaviour 

Disambiguation  Artificial in fiction winter 

original title highly advanced become love 

commenced generally forum publication 

division course to everyone awesome 

Founded non-profit advancing mechanisms 

underlying thought behaviour embodiment 

still changing learn modern Consumers 

tap always-on but through will interact 

Kurzweil ‘singularity’ when overtakes reality 

scientist coined by implementing essential 

Val des Monts November 2015 
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The Spatial Non-Neutrality of Money (and its Role in Löschian Economic Geography) 

Economics of location 

Space as disequilibrating variable 

spatial price waves, hierarchy of money, spatial monetary theory 

dynamics, land-capital nexus, linkage process, financialisation, urban form 

Direction of money transfers in metropolitan Detroit: 

(Vectors out of slums to everywhere else). 

money supply, credit intermediation, liquidity preference, interest rates, exchange rates 

Economic geography steeped in Marxian political economy. 

geographies, re-theorise, financial linkages, spatialising, monetary theory 

circular, cumulative, causation, instability, practically, analytically 

A credit theory of money is preferable to a monetary theory of credit. 

money, credit, nature, spatial, financial, power, hierarchy 

dynamic, economic, expanding, contracting, quality, quantity 

Money and credit are always and everywhere fundamentally hierarchical in finance and power. 

All money is credit money. 

spatial circuits, rapid evolution, bank complexity, murky finance, shadow banking 

non-neutral with space, institutional arrangements, financial regulation 

How the spatial economy evolves! 

Source text: 

David Bieri, Political Space Economy Lab, University of Michigan 

12
th
 International Post Keynesian Conference, September 2014 

Val des Monts April 2015 
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Programmed Molecular Dancing 

2D origami lattices 

bottom-up methods of patterning  

capacitors by lift-off technique 

fabricated by electrostatic layer-by-layer 

particles or ears may remain 

stability of the silica 

shortcuts with an opposite 

harnessing the fabrication 

spiro-arranged tetradentate ligand 

woven electronics can produce 

interfacial phenomena to program 

from spherical to “snowman-like” 

sandwich deposited without breaking 

the rovings through 

set to clear canal channel 

technique is mostly not sufficient 

filled the spaces between 

physical vapor deposition 

beam sources and sputtering 

vaporization of source material 

as elemental metals sputter 

the importance of low-energy 

stimuli responsive thin films 

necessary for collective and 

patterned by a number 

swelling is reviewed, followed 

to another, the orientation 
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ameliorate the global twist 

generation infrastructure represent 

collected by the various power pool 

should encourage use of existing 

losses due to the resistance 

high specification residual waste 

shadows of theses 

that contained long iron pipes 

works to erase the element 

that would be a prize well 

strongly rooted in one particular 

objectively assess the ripple 

cortical evoked potential 

an oddball paradigm 

market gardens create 

global shared and configurable 

anthropomorphized nation states 

actually makes the mythic 

nuclear families comprising 

fallacy with the emergence 

metaphor for the authentic 

proclivity of the developed 

passions to create 

share the antonyms 

describing a negative 

particular way enables 
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self expression to activities 

will be caught living 

challenging but participating 

transfer the energy from 

butcher paper construction 

polymerized into ribbon 

one undead paper 

with glaives and partisan 

relevant data are within 

magic don post zombinalities 

wraith, spectre, banshee, ghoul 

change is a ghost 

surfaces made of malleable 

there and then build and 

release contains a breaking 

widely praised and increased 

power rates therefore resist 

slightly different twist on 

adjusted exposure dose 

accelerates the isotropic 

all metals experience 

access to modern energy 

a critical enabler 

to meet this gap 

the benefits of readily 

in itself but a key 

Val des Monts Winter 2015 
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No Picnic 

If you go down to the dump today you’re in for a big surprise 

If you go down to the dump today you’d better go in disguise 

for the last bear that ever there was 

is feeding there for certain because 

today’s the day of the final polar bear picnic. 

Picnic time for polar bears is getting oh so scarce 

they’re having a wretched time today 

they can’t catch a seal, no way to hunt when arctic ice just melts away 

see them rummaging about they’re clearly worn right out 

their fat stores are barely there 

and then at last they’ll amble shoreward and slip into the sea 

cause they’re a tired big old polar bear. 

If you go down to the ice today you’d better not go alone 

no don’t go down to the ice today it’s safer to stay at home 

for the last bear that ever there was 

is wandering there for certain because 

today’s the day of the final polar bear’s picnic. 

Time’s run out for polar bears the big old polar bear 

is having a desperate time to day 

watch them try for bigger game they finally sink exhausted, sore and lame 

see them bravely swim for days, more frantic as strength fades 

the pack ice just isn’t there 

at last the arctic ocean waters shall close over the head 

of the last tired big old polar bear. 

That was the last big old polar bear. 

Val des Monts November 2016 
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A Native of Immigrant Ancestry Speaks 

You stand 

in a pool of light 

in a dark place 

with a plastic bag 

over your head. 

It’s the end. 

My mind cries 

Wait cousin! 

You and I haven’t looked each other in the eye, 

haven’t even said hello, let alone goodbye. 

In the cave 

of my soul 

something warm 

and furred 

and fierce 

slowly wakens, 

hungry for contact. 

But the land is clenched 

in a century of ice; 

my courage fails; I freeze. 

I can only watch in horror 

as your body wilts 

and the light goes out. 

Val des Monts December 2015 
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With Your Consent 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the blue day, the sinking day, 

The baseless, sucking, whirlpool day, 

I would buoy you with kelps and flaxen ribbons, 

Drain the weeping caverns with a burst of summer sun. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the orange day, the blazing day, 

The baking, blistered, crackling day, 

I would cool you with canopies of maples, 

Dim the sizzling embers with a veil of mica panes. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the purple day, the bruising day, 

The aching, pinball, brick wall day, 

I would armour you with fields of ripened grasses, 

Cushion every corner with a quilt of emerald silk. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the white day, the searing day, 

The jangling, edgy, blinding day, 

I would shade you in tents of olive velvet, 

Calm the piercing brightness with a soothing amber wall. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the red day, the swollen day, 

The grating, scraping, raw day, 

I would bind you with bands of sage and corn silk, 

Dress the tender heartache with a bank of sun-warmed moss. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the grey day, the listless day, 

The trackless, pointless, oubliette day, 

I would ring you with swaying bamboo copses, 

Craft a glowing haven with arcades of autumn beech. 

I would clothe you in green and gold 

On the black day, the blind coal day, 

The hulking, leaden, grave stone day, 

I would gift you with bright canary pinions, 

Carve a ferny passage with the golden edge of dawn. 

Val des Monts 2011 
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Message in the made 

What’s the message in the made? 

Hands working 

hours or minutes 

under the influence 

An object is produced 

The object is produced 

form shape communication 

silently or noisily 

Is it as sounding brass? 

It is artifice 

But can the maker hide? 

The pattern of negative space 

What remains unsaid 

What is absent 

What is present 

Is it changing? 

It changes every moment 

Does the message age 

like cheese? 

Does the message get old 

like a jug of milk? 

Does it come from the maker? 

Is the maker a messenger? 

A channel from beyond, behind 

sitting on the shoulder 

whispering in the ear 

What is the message in the made? 

Val des Monts November 2015 
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Small moist sponge stained pink, 

smooths matte bisque then rosy glow 

onto a mirrored image; 

lies, waiting in a drawer or 

veiling flawed topography. 

Val des Monts March 2016 

Night silhouettes bare 

tree branches black tracery 

on luminous cloud. 

Callous wind gusts uncover 

a rare pearl, caught under lace. 

Val des Monts March 2016 
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Green snake in cool grass 

Disturbed by a careless foot 

Glides away swiftly 

Ottawa April 1978 

White and blue china 

Wicker-handled birthday gift 

Tea egg gleams inside 

Val des Monts March 2016 
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Cold snap turns earth to iron 

Fierce sun follows soggy grey 

Lake groans an anthem of ice 

Val des Monts December 2014 

Early spring morning 

A sea of tangled branches 

Buds float pink and green 

Val des Monts April 2015 
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